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Results are presented of en ezperimental investigation of' the 
ram-recovery characteristics of NA.CA submerged inlets on a model of 
a fighter airplane at Mach numbers from 0.30 to 0.875. The effects 
on the entrance ram-recover, ratio of Mach number., angle of attack, 
entrance mass flow., boUildar;r-lqer thickness on the fuselage, inlet 
location., 8%ld boundary-l~er deflectors are shown. 

The data indicate only a slight decrease in ram-recovery ratio 
f'or the inlets ahead of' or just behim the wing leading edge as Mach 
number increased., but show large decreases at high Mach numbers :f'or :· 
the inlets aft of' the point of :maximum thickness of' the wing. In ·, 
general., the ram-recovery ratio decreased vi th increasing angle of' 
attack. The ram-recovery ratio was a max1mum at mass-flow ratios 
between o.8:> 8lld o.ao. Arti:f'iciall1 increasing the bolllldary-l~er 
thickness or moving the inlets att decreased the ram-recovery ratio. 
Boundary-l~er deflectors increased the maximum ram-recovery ratio 
8Ild the mass-flow ratio at which the mexim'Ulll occurred. 

DTBODmTION 

A research program was conducted in the Ames 16-:f'oot high-epeed· 
wind tumiel which, in conjunction with work in an Ames 7- by 10-:foot 

- wind tunnel, continued the investigation of' NACA submerged inlets 
developed during the tests discussed in references 1 and 2. Attention 
was concentrated on the inlet desisn foUZJd to have the meat satisfac
tory pressure-recovery characteristics during the teats of' reference l. 
The effects of the :f'ollowi:ne parameters on the pressure recovery at 
the inlets were investigated: 
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1. Aerodynamic parameters "f.°-
_ ...... 

( a) Mach number ,. 

(b) Angle of attack 

( c) Ma.as-flow ratio 

(d) Boundary-layer thickness 

2. M::idel parameters 

(a) Inlet.location with respect to wing Bild fusel8€;e 

(b) Inlet lip angle 

(c) Boundary-lqer deflectors 

-Data obtained during the present investigation of the model 
without inlets and vith in.lets 16.7 percent of the root chord ahead 
of the wing-root leading edge onl1 were presented e:rtensively in 
reference 3. To expedite the publication of the pressure-recovery 
characteristics for the inlets in other configurations, the present 
report was prepared. 

The symbols used in this report and their definitions are as 
follows: 

d inlet depth, inches 

M 

average total pressure, pounds per square toot 

ram-.recovery ratio 

the height of an area of unit width in which the complete 
loss ot tree-stream ram pr~ssure is equivalent to the 
integrated loss of the total pressure in unit width of 

the bolllldsry layer ['.£5
( ~) d,1-]. 1J>Cheo 

Mach number 
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mass-flew ratio (the rattc cf the mass flov tbro'll8h the 
in.let to the ma.as flow·:·in the :free stream tbrouah an area 
equal to the ent_rance area) 

p 

y 

·<X,u, 

static pressure, pounds per square foot 

increment of bou.ndery-lqer thickness, inches 

BJ:1gle of attack uncorrected for t\Ulilel--wall effects 
(measured relative to the fuselage reference line), degrees 

6 bou.ndery-layer thickness, inches 

Subscripts 

o free stream. 

J. duct entrBl'.lCe 

.APP.ARATOS 

'A complete description of the model was given in reference 3. 
:Sr1e1"l;r, the mcdel (shown in 1"1gs. 1 end 2) vas patterned to represent 
a typical high-speed fis}lter airplane. Throughout the teats, a pail\. 
of identical in.lets vas used. The;r vere disposed symmetrically on 
each side ct the fuselage and ccmiected to a common plenum chamber in 
the a:f't pert of the fuselage. The four longitudinal inlet locations 
investigated (fig. 2) were at fuselage stations 34.25, 42.5(), 50-75, 
and 59.00 end corresponded, respectivel;r, to 16.7 percent of the 
root chord ahead of, end 8.3, 33.3, end 58.3 percent of the root 
chord behind the wing-root leading edge. Dimensions of the ramp, 
lip, and boundary-layer deflectors ere shown in figure 3. 

To determine the effect of boundery-layer thickness, the 
bclllldary layer along the fuselage surface vas ertificiall;r increased 
from the natural thickness to medium and thick by roughening the 

I 

fuselage 5 inches from the nose b;r means cf small.nails projecting 
from the surface. The boUlldary-layer thickness was measured vith 
~ee small rakes, each consisting cf 10 total-pressure tubes. . . 

• 
Pressure losses and flow rates at the intake vere measured with 

a rake 2.1 inches behind the lip leading edge. The rake consisted 
ot 30 tota..1-pressure and 30 static-pressure tubes. 

) 
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lO percent smaller than it would be in f'ree air for the same lift on 
the wing. :·.~:· _•f 

.. 
Total. pressure and mass flow.- To expedite the publication of 

this report, the ram-recover1 ai:id ~a-flow ratios have been computed 
from the av~raeie of the 30 total.-pressure and 30 static-pressure 
readings rather than the mere correct but timo-consumiD.g method used 

·in reference. 3. A comparison of the results from the two methods 
was made vi th the data from the inl.ets at station 34.25 with 
defleotors on the ramp and the differences are shown 1n figure 4. 
To illdicate the possibility of adding these differences to correct 
the data of this report to agree with those which might be computed 
b;y the mere correct method, calculatie>ns were made at random for 
data from tests,of the inlets with deflectors on the ramps at the 
tbree other locations.- The method using averaeie-pressure values and 
the curves of figure 4 gave ram-recovery ratios which were in sood 
agreement with the more exact method for mass-flow ratios abov~ 
approxi.mately o.6o but which averaeied approxilllately 0.02 lower at 
low mass-flow ratios. 

Ram-aecovery- Ratio 

The rem-recovery- data have been arra:cged to show first the 
effects of mass-flow ratio (fig. 5-). Figure 6 pi-esents values of ' 
the boUilder;y-lqer parameter on the fuselaee and figures 7 to 9 show·\ 
the ·effects of boundar;y-lqer thiokness., Mach number., az:igl.e of attack., 
inl.et position., and boUlldar,--la,er deflectors on the ram-recovery
ratio. Last., the original data fromvhich the comparison plots were 
taken are shown in figures 10 to 18 as supplementar,' material. vi th 
no formal discussion. 

Effect of lip m:igle.- It was previousl;r mentioned that the 
effects or llp aiigle were investigated during these tests. The data 

· indicate rio change 1n rem-recovery- ratio· tor the range ot lip BJ:lgles . 
teated. This result may bet due to the fact that., with the rake at 
the entrBIJCe, it was 1,mpoasible to obtain :mass-flew ratios suffi
cientl.J large to exceed the critical Mach number ot the inner 
surface of the lip at m:gl.es from -1° to -5°. Conditions under 
w~ich lip angle might have a large ettect on the ram-reco~er7 ratio 
were riot obtained., therefore. :Because no effect ot lip angle was 
evident 1n these tests, data in this report are presented for a lip 
angle of -3° only. · _ 

Effect of mass-flow ratio.- · In general., the etteot of mass-:f'lov 

'l 
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The effect of' botmdary-layer thic'lmess on ram-recovery ratio is 
1:d:10vn in figure 7 f'or the 1Dlets at.-·fuselage station 34.25. The 
effects of' boundary-la,er thickness remained essentially constant 
at a given ~le of attack eJJd Mach number throughout the range of' 
mass-flow ratios. The data are compared., therefore., at 0.70 mass
flow ratio only • 

The data iildicate that thicken1Dg the boundary layer reduced 
the ram-recovery ratio throughout the Me.ch number and angle-of-attack 
rBlJ8e of' the tests. A general statement of' the effect of Mach number 
on the ram-recovery ratio with the medium or thick boundary layers 
c8Illl0t be made because the effect is not consistent throughout the 
aDgle-of-attack range. For example, with the thick boundary layer 
the ram-recovery ratio increased slightly with Mach number tor o0 

and 2° angle of' attack but decreased at --2.0 and 6° angle of' attack. 
With the natural boundary- layer, the ram-recovery ratio in general 
decreased. vi th Mach number throughout the angle-of-attack range. 

Effect of icl.et position and Mach number.- The comparison of 
the ram-ir'ecovery ratio for mass-flow ratios of' o.6o and a.SO for 
each inlet position (fig. 8) shows . that throughout the Mach number 
a:cd angle-of-attaak ranges of' the tests the highest ram-ir'ecovery 
r.atios were obtained with.the inlets in the f'orward. location. Thia 
characteristic was expected because of' the th~r boundary layer 
on the f'uselas;e surface at this location. The variation of ram
recover;r ratio as Mach number increased was smallest f'or the inlets 
in the forward location., being less than 0.02 within the rSllge of 
data presented. 

The ram,..recovery- ratio for the inlets in the second position 
(station 42.50) compared satisfactoril;r with that of the forward 
location, being within 0.03 at 0.30 Mach number. The decrease in 
ram-recovery ratio as Mach number increased was slightly greater 
for the inlets in the second location than in the forward location, 

· resultiI!g in the recovery- ratio being as much as 0.05 less f'or the 
second location at high Mach numbers. It should be realized, 
hovever, that vi th a tu:ed engine location the shorter ducting 
system trom the inlets to the compressor face tor the second iDlet 
location might result in an increase in the · efficiency- of the 
ducting suf'f'1cientl1 large to o:t:tset the higher entrance losses. 

4 

• At 0.30 Mach number, the .ram-recover7 ratio tor the inlets in 
the two aft locations was within 0.07 of that tor the torv~d loca
tion in the azl8le-of'-attack r~e of -2.0 to £/J. Except tor the 
!Ill.eta at station 50. 75 tram -2. to o0 angle of' attack, however, 

·1 
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the ram-recovery ratio of the inlets 1n the two aft locations was 
poor at high Mach numbers. With the inlets in the aft location, 
a ram-recovery ratio of only O.cO vas obtained at a Mach number of 
0, 80 and 2° angle ot attack. 

The decrease 1n ram-l'ecovery ratio as Mach number illcreaaed 
could be due to an increase in the boundary-layer thickness; separ&
tion; or to shock waves along the :fuselaee, in the w1ng:...f'uselage 
Juncture, or on the ramps. In reference 3 it vas indicated that aep
ar~tion occurred at approximately fuselage station 50 at 0.30 Mach 
number and 12.5° a:cgle ot attack and mcved aft to :fuselage station 
6o at 1° angle of attack as Mach number increased to 0.875. At lov 
Mach numbers, the separation was caused by poor tlov 1n the wing
fuselage Juncture at high a:cgles of attack. At high Mach.numbers 
the separation was due to the large increase in the boundary-layer 
thickness caused by the shock wave at the wina-tuselage Juncture. 
\11th the inlets in the two :forward locations, the decrease in ram
recovery ratio aa·Mach number increased is believed. to be due 
primarily to the thickening boundary layer caused bye. forward 
:movement ot the transition point with increasiDS Reynolds number. 
This effect was 1.nd.1cated in the section discussing the ettects of 
boundary-layer thiclcne.ss and. also" by the fact that the decrease of 
ram-recovery ratio as Mach number increased vas tairl1 steady 
throughout the Mach number rBI1ge. Reference 3 shoved that c~itica.l 
speeds along the ramp were barelf e~eeded at 0 .. 875 Mach number vith 
the inlets in the forward location, thus 1l:ldicat1ng that shock waves 
on the tuselage or the ramp were llOt the cause ar the decrease of 
ram-recovery ratio. Reference 3 also i:ndicated that it was U%ll.1kely 
that critical speeds would be reached on the ramps at the inlets at 
station 42.50 because the speeds in that region without inlets were 
below those in the region at station 34.25. 

With the inlets in the ·two~ locations, much ot the pres1:1ure 
loss can be attributed to the influence ot the bound.817 layer. For 
example, when the boundary layer became thick BIid separated :f'rom 
the surface, pressure losses greater than :f'ree-etreem ram pressure 
were obtained at subcritical speeds with the inlets in the aft loce,
tion. (See fig. 18 for results at 12° angle of attack 8lld e. Mach 
number of o.6o tor which conditions reference 3 indicated sub
critical speeds BIid a thick, possibly separated, bound.817 layer on 
the fuselage surface without •inlets. ) For condi t1ons having a 
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similar boundary-layer growth at supercritical. speeds, it 1s 
believed that large losses also would be caused primarily by the · l 
thick boU%ldary layer. (See figs. 6 and 8 for results at the highest 
angles of attack at Mach numbers of 0.70 and o.8:l.) When the 
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boundary layer on the fuselae;e aid not thicken, as indicated by the 
boundary-layer data obtained wi~~out inlets (fig. 6), some of the 
losses might be attributed to boundary-layer and shock-wave inter
action on the ramp •. For example, in figure~ the results anov that 
the increase in losses with angle of attack at high Mach numbers was 
larger at 0.6o than o.eo mass-flow ratio. Thia characteristic was 
probably due to the interaction of the shock wave and the thicker 
boundary layer on the ramp caused by the more adverse pressure gra
dient at o.a:> mass-flow ratio because the shock waves on the ramp 
were probably weaker at O.cO mass-flow ratio. ·Beference 3 showed 
that along the ramps of the inlets in the forward location the 
increase in static pressure from the. point of minimum pressure to 
the inlets was larger, and t"he ma:.c:imum airspef;!da were lower at O. 6o 

~ ·than a.SO ma.as-flow ratio. The effect of the boundary layer in the 
· presence of shock waves would be lees severe with a thinner boUildary 
layer at the beginning of the ramp. This effect, together with the 
fact that for some co?lditions the losses are caused primarily by the 
extremely thick boundary layer, suggests that the characteristics of 
submerged inlets in regions of' airspeeds as high as those obtained in 
the aft location would be much better in the absence of the thick 
boundary le;rer. 

. 
Effect of angle of attack.- The effect of angle of attack on 

the ram-recovery ratio also is shown in figure 8 for the four inlet . 
locations. The data indicate that throll8hcut the Ma.ch number range . 
at both O. cO emd O. eo :mass-f'low ratio, the ram-recovery ratio ·• 
decreased with increasiDg angle of attack. This decrease was prob
ably caused by the increase in the boundary-le;rer parameter vi th 
8%l8le of attack, as generally indicated in figure 6. Aleo f'or inlets 
in the tvo aft "locations, this effect would be combined with that of 
the greater shock-wave intensity caused by the increase in airspeed 
along the fuselae;e induced by the wing at high Mach numbers. - . 

Effect of deflectors.- The effect of deflectors on the ram-
recovery ratio was essentially constant throughout the Mach number 
range. A comparison of the data obtained_vith and without deflectors 
at each of the four locations. is shown, therefore, on1y for O. 70 Mach 
number in figure 9. The apparent extrapolation of acme of the data 
for the inlets with deflectors at low mass-flow ratios is due to the 
_fact that some of the end points for such data were beyond. the limits 
of the plots of figure 9. Such curves were traced f'rom the more 
complete curves of figures'l5 to 18. \.. 

The data of' figure 9 show· that the effect of' the deflectors vas 
to increase the maximum ram-recovery ratio f'or all inlet ~ocations. 
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inlet~ in the forward location. 

3 .. Increasing the boundar;r-layer thickness decreased the ram-
recovery ratio. · · 

4. In general., the ram-recovery ratio decreased with increasing 
angle of attack. 

5. With :co deflectors on the ramp the r~ecover;r ratio 
increased greatly as maes-f'low ratio increased to approximatel;r o.6::>., 

-reached a :ma:dlllUm betwee~ 0.6:) am. 0.ei0 mass-f'lov ratio, am. s.lovly 
decreased for greater f'low rates. 

6. The boundary-layer deflectors increased the :maxi.mum ram-
recovery- ratio am. the :mass-tlow ratio at which it occurred. They
reduced the ram,.;recover;r_ ratio between appro.%1:mately- 0~40 and 0.70 
mass-f'lov ratio 8lld also reduced the change in rem-recover;r ratio 
vi th B.Jl8le of attack tor iniets in the two forward locations. 

Ames Aeronautical I.aborator;r., 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Mottett Field, Calif. 
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(a) _Inlet with def'lectora at tuselS43e station 34.25. 

(b) Inlet with deflectors at fusel88e station 42.50. 

Figure l.~ Submerged inlet ~del in 16-foot wind tumiel. 
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C•nf•r of 
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Sec. AA 

Arc fang•nl lo romp 
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Sec. BB 
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